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P-P and As-As isovalent impurity pairs in GaN: Interaction of deep t2 levels

T. Mattila* and Alex Zunger†

National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Golden, Colorado 80401
~Received 9 April 1998!

The electronic and atomic structure of substitutionalnth neighbor (1<n<6) P-P and As-As impurity pairs
in zinc blende GaN is investigated using self-consistent plane-wave pseudopotential and empirical pseudopo-
tential methods. A single impurity introduces a deept2 gap level; we show that the interaction between thet2

defect orbitals of the impurity pairs leads to an interesting pattern of single-particle level splitting, being largest
for the first (n51) and fourth (n54) neighbor pairs, both exhibiting aC2v symmetry. The total energy of the
nth order pairDE(n) relative to isolated (n→`) impurities indicates pairing tendency forn51 and n
52 (DE(1,2),0) while n54 pairs are unstable (DE(4).0). We explain this behavior ofDE(n) vs n as a
consequence of the interplay between two effects: an ‘‘elastic contribution’’ representing the interaction be-
tween the elastic strain fields of the two impurities and an ‘‘electronic contribution’’ describing the interaction
of the defect orbitals of the two impurity atoms. The binding energies of the impurity-pair bound excitons are
calculated for then51 As-As and P-P pairs and are found to be significantly larger than for the corresponding
isolated impurities. The probabilities for electronic transitions between the defect levels and conduction band
are calculated. The results predict existence of a rich series of spectroscopic features distinct from single
impurities.@S0163-1829~99!14415-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There exists significant interest1–6 in the mixedanion ni-
tride alloys GaAsxN12x and GaPxN12x . It has been shown
experimentally that incorporation of As in GaN is possible
the concentration range 1017–1018 1/cm.1,2. The dilute limit
at the N-rich end of these alloys corresponds to P or
impurities in GaN~denoted GaN:P and GaN:As). These is-
ovalent impurities are of great experimental interest as t
decide the optical properties of the alloy. The early wo
performed by Pankove and Hutchby,7 Metcalfe et al.,8 and
Ogino and Aoki9 identified luminescence peaks well belo
the band gap in GaN samples containing P or As. Rec
spectroscopic studies have indeed confirmed that P and
induce deep states in the GaN band gap: Liet al.1 have used
cathodolumiscence measurements to characterize the
As-related emission, Guidoet al.2 have indicated significan
enhancement in electron mobility and integrated photolu
nescence due to As doping of GaN, and Jadwisienczak
Lozykowski3 have determined the detailed photolumine
cence characteristics~e.g., the exciton binding energies! of P
and As deep centers. In agreement with these experime
studies, recent theoretical calculations4–6 have shown that
isolatedGaN:P (GaN:As) induce a deep, threefold degene
atep-like (t2) defect level;0.6 eV (;0.75 eV) above the
valence band maximum, which acts as the origin of the
served luminescence transitions.

In a dilute alloy, the limited solubility leads to clusterin
of solute atoms, the simplest form beingimpurity pairing.
The spectroscopic consequences of pairing have been stu
in detail for systems where at theisolatedimpurity limit one
has ans-like (a1) gap level; an example is the isovale
nitrogen impurity in GaP~denoted GaP:N).10,11 Indeed, such
a1-a1 pairing leads to a very rich series of spectrosco
lines whose position is determined by the intrapair atom
distance.10,11 As the isolated P and As impurities in Ga
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induce ap-like (t2) deep level,4–6 the purpose of this paper i
to study the consequences of thet2-t2 interaction of the P-P
and As-As impurity pairs. We considernth P-P and As-As
neighbor pairs in zinc blende GaN in the nitrogen fcc su
lattice with n51,2,3,4,5,6, illustrated in Fig. 1. We hav
chosen the zinc blende structure~instead of wurtzite! to al-
low an easier comparison with the known case of nitrog
impurities in zinc blende GaP.10,11 Specifically we list the
following.

~i! We calculate the relaxed equilibrium atomic geom
etries and analyze the resulting atomic symmetries of
impurity pairs. We find the point symmetry groupsC2v ,
D2d , Cs , C2v , C2, andC3v for n51,2,3,4,5,6, respectively

~ii ! We study the interaction between thet2 deep levels in
these reduced symmetry atomic geometries. We show

FIG. 1. The six first (n51,2, . . . ,6) neighbor pair configura-
tions in the nitrogen fcc sublattice of zinc blende GaN.
9943 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Atomic position of the first to sixth neighbor impurity atom (n51,2,3,4,5,6) relative to an
impurity atom located at the origin. In each case we give an example of the Cartesian coordinates (xn ,yn ,zn)
of the other constituent of the pair. The distance between the two impurities in each pair is givendn

5A2n/2 a0. All values are given in units of the lattice constanta0. The point group symmetries for the pair
~Ref. 11! are listed in the last column.

n Position (xn ,yn ,zn)/a0 Distancedn /a0 Point group symmetry

1 (1/2,1/2,0) 1/A2 C2v

2 ~1,0,0! 1 D2d

3 ~1,1/2,1/2! A6/2 Cs

4 ~1,1,0! A2 C2v

5 ~3/2,1/2,0! A10/2 C2

6 ~1,1,1! A3 C3v
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t2-t2 interaction leads to interesting defect level splitti
which depends strongly on the pair symmetry and ato
separation. The largest splitting and complete removal of
orbital degeneracy is predicted forn51 andn54 pairs, both
exhibiting C2v symmetry, while forn52 with D2d symme-
try we find only a partial removal of the degeneracy, an
small splitting.

~iii ! The transition probabilities for electronic excitation
between the impurity-pair-induced defect levels and the lo
est conduction band are found to be large. Since the tra
tions are energetically well separated from the transiti
related to the isolated impurities, the presence of As-As
P-P impurity pairs in GaN should manifest itself via spect
scopic features that are distinct from those of the isola
impurities.

~iv! We calculate the exciton binding energies for near
neighbor (n51) As-As ~P-P! pairs atEb51.27 (0.85) eV.
These values are considerably larger than those calcu
for isolated impurities@Eb50.41 (0.22) eV for As~P!#.6

~v! Having established the electronic and atomic struct
of the impurity pairs we investigate their formation ener
DE(n), i.e., the energy of annth neighbor impurity pair rela-
tive to the energy of two isolated impurities (n→`). We
decomposeDE(n) into two contributions: an elastic part re
sulting from the long-ranged interaction of the strain fie
induced by the two impurities, and a chemical part repres
ing the electronic interactions~in particular, the interaction
induced by the deept2 defect orbitals!. We show that both
contributions depend strongly on the orientation of the i
purity atoms relative to the lattice. We predict P-P and As-
clustering at nearest and next-nearest sublattice s
(DE(n),0, for n51,2), whereas the fourth neighbor co
figuration is unstable (DE(4).0). For n.4 we find that
DE(n) is approaching zero, i.e., weak inter-impurity intera
tion.

II. METHODS

A. Ab initio and empirical pseudopotentials

In this study we will use two approaches,~i! theab initio
and~ii ! the empirical pseudopotential methods, to investig
the atomic and electronic properties of the impurity pa
With both methods we use supercells to simulate the de
pair placed in an infinite lattice. While an isolated point d
fect can be reliably studied with moderate size superc
ic
e
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~typically 64 atoms in the zinc blende structure!, the study of
impurity pairs requires the use of larger cells. This can
seen by considering the relative geometries for impu
pairs, representing thenth fcc neighbor (n51,2,3,4,5,6) to
each other in the zinc blende structure, described in Fig
and Table I. It is evident that a 64 atom supercell (232
32 eight atom unit cells! becomes inadequate whenn.1.
This is due to the periodic boundary conditions which cau
the distances between the actual impurity atoms (di in Table
I! and their periodic images to become equal and thus
pose artificial symmetry constraints. Furthermore, we w
show below~Sec. III E! that the strain-mediated impurity
impurity interaction can be long ranged, and can thus req
the use of large cells.

As a primary approach in this study we use the se
consistent plane-wave pseudopotential calculations,12 based
on density-functional theory within the local density appro
mation ~LDA !. The exchange-correlation term is param
etrized as by Perdew and Zunger.13 For nitrogen we use ul-
trasoft pseudopotential,14 while for Ga, As, and P we use
norm-conserving pseudopotentials15 with the nonlinear core-
valence exchange-correlation scheme16 and s component as
the local one. The Ga 3d orbitals are treated as part of th
core.17–19 A 25 Ry kinetic-energy cutoff is applied for th
plane-wave basis, showing excellent convergence of the
sults with respect to the basis size. In the LDA calculatio
we use two system sizes: 64 and 216 atom supercells.
use of a 216 atom supercell is enabled by using a hig
efficient parallel implementation of the method on the Cr
T3E. The Brillouin zone sampling with the 64 atom cell si
is done using a 23232 Monkhorst-Pack specialk-point
grid.20 For the larger 216 atom cell only theG point is used.
However, this sampling is accurate with such a large sup
cell as shown, e.g., in Ref. 21. The alignment of the scree
local potential needed to determine the valence band m
mum in the LDA defect calculations is done as in Ref.
However, when two impurities are present in the 64 at
supercell, the selection of a region inside the supercell wh
the potential is bulklike becomes difficult due to the infl
ence of the nearby impurities. Therefore, we have appro
mated the magnitude of the effective potential alignm
based on the results for isolated impurities. For the neu
impurity pair we use twice the value found for the corr
sponding neutral impurity. In the singly positive charge st
of the impurity pair~used for estimation of the exciton bind
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PRB 59 9945P-P AND As-As ISOVALENT IMPURITY PAIRS IN . . .
ing energy! we use the isolated values for neutral and sin
positive charge states added together. In the LDA calc
tions performed with 216 atom supercell~or empirical
pseudopotential calculations with the 512 atom supercell
scribed below! the alignment correction becomes negligib
due to the large cell size. Further details of the LDA comp
tational method can be found in Ref. 6.

Due to the band gap underestimation in LD
calculations,22 optically more reliable single-particle leve
can be obtained via empirical pseudopotential meth
~EPM!.4,5 The EPM employed in this study is identical wit
the one applied in Refs. 4 and 5. To briefly summarize,
first use the valence force field~VFF! method23,24 to find the
relaxed atomic positions. The electronic single-particle lev
associated with these atomic structures are then calcu
using specially fitted local pseudopotentials,4 within a plane-
wave basis. The Hamiltonian matrix is diagonalized via
folded spectrum method.25 The advantage of this EPM base
approach is that it predicts realistic band gaps and sin
particle spectrum. This approach has been used4,5,26to obtain
GaN-GaAs and GaN-GaP alloy structural parameters and
tical properties, in agreement with experiment. Also, its co
putational effort scales linearly as a function of the syst
size. This allows us to easily study 512–1000 atom syste
not accessible in LDA calculations. We next examine
consistency of the results between the LDA and EPM
proaches.

B. Comparison of LDA and EPM results

Table II compares orbital energies of the gap levels
tained by the LDA and EPM forisolatedP and As impurities
in GaN.6 Also, the relaxed atomic positions, calculated
the LDA and VFF methods, respectively, are given. We
a reasonable consistency between the results given by
two methods: The relaxed atomic geometries are wit
0.3%. Both methods predict deep, threefold degeneratet2)
deep defect levels in the band gap. The EPM-derived ene
levels are slightly higher in energy with respect to the v
lence band maximum.

Figure 2~a! shows schematically the relaxed atomic g
ometry for then51 As-As pair in GaN. The relative bond
lengths can be grouped into three distinct values denote
a, b, andc @Fig. 2 ~a!#. The comparison of these equilibrium
anion-cation bond lengths~normalized to the Ga-N value in
defect-free GaN! found in VFF and in LDA calculations is
given in Table III. The values reveal again excellent agr
ment between VFF and LDA, and show outward relaxat

TABLE II. The orbital energies~eV! of the deep impurity level
and the relaxed bond length forisolatedP and As impurities in GaN
as calculated by LDA~64 atom cell! and EPM-VFF~512 atom cell!
methods in Ref. 6.RGa-X denotes the distance between the impur
and nearest-neighbor Ga atoms in units of the theoretical~Ref. 30!
bond length (RGa-N

0 ) in bulk GaN.

X
Orbital energy

~LDA !
Orbital energy

~EPM!
RGa-X /RGa-N

0

~LDA !
RGa-X /RGa-N

0

~VFF!

As ev10.60 ev10.75 1.155 1.151
P ev10.40 ev10.61 1.132 1.131
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of the nearest neighbor Ga atoms surrounding the impu
consistent with the results for isolated impurities.6

Figure 3 illustrates the single-particle levels found in t
EPM and LDA calculations for the relaxedn51 As-As pair.
We see that the EPM and LDA methods produce nea
identical splitting of the degenerate levels associated w
isolated impurities. However, as the band gap is undere
mated in LDA calculations, the single-particle spectrum w
respect to conduction band is much better reproduced by
EPM. We conclude that the EPM used here and the L
method produce consistent results.

C. Choice of computational methods

Given ~a! the similarity in the relaxed atomic configura
tions obtained by VFF and LDA,~b! the superiority of LDA
in obtaining total energies~elastic 1 chemical contribu-
tions!, and ~c! the superiority of EPM in obtaining spectro
scopically realistic level structure, the strategy we choos

FIG. 2. Schematic presentation of the symmetry-inequival
relaxed atomic geometries for the six As-As and P-P impurity pa
in GaN ~Table I!. The lettersa, b, c, d, e, and f denote symmetry
distinct bonds.

TABLE III. The relaxed relative anion-cation bond length
RGa-As

a /RGa-N
0 describing the atomic configuration of GaN cryst

with the nearest-neighbor (n51) As-As pair. Values obtained from
LDA calculations with 64 atom supercell and VFF calculations w
512 atom supercells are given. The bond lengths are classified
three typesa5a,b,c @see Fig. 2~a!#. The values are given relative
to the theoretical Ga-N bond lengths in bulk GaN~Ref. 30!.

Method and Relative bond length
cell size Bonda Bond b Bond c

LDA ~64! 1.147 1.157 1.158
VFF ~512! 1.146 1.154 1.141
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9946 PRB 59T. MATTILA AND ALEX ZUNGER
as follows ~i! obtain the relaxed atomic geometries for t
n51,2,3,4,5,6 impurity pairs using either VFF or LD
methods,~ii ! obtain the single-particle level splitting for th
deept2 orbitals and the transition probabilities into the i
duced levels using large supercells and EPM,~iii ! determine
the impurity-pair bound exciton binding energies using LD
total energies obtainable for neutral and positive cha
states,~iv! obtain the formation energiesDE(n) for impurity
pairs using the LDA total energies~the results will be ana-
lyzed in terms of strain energies obtainable via VFF!.

III. RESULTS

A. Relaxed geometries and their symmetry groups

While substitution of a single N by As~P! leads to four
identical Ga-As~Ga-P! bond lengths~Table II!, substitution
of two N atoms by two As~P! atoms leads to symmetr
breaking and to a distribution of Ga-As~Ga-P! bonds. Figure
2 shows schematically the relaxed atomic geometries of
six impurity pairs whose anion-cation bond lengths of typ
a, b, c, d, e, andf are given in Tables IV and V. For As-A
pairs withn51,2,4,6 both LDA and VFF results are show
for several supercell sizes. For P-P pairs only VFF res
using 512 atom supercell are shown. Comparison betw
the VFF 512 atom supercell results for As-As and P-P p
reveals similar behavior for both impurity systems. The
fore, in the following we concentrate only on the As-A
pairs.

Analysis of the relaxed geometries provides the symme
groups given in Table I~see also labels in Fig. 2!. We see
that the difference between the symmetry-distinct bond
largest forn51 andn54, small for n56, and absent for
n55. The largest deviation from the tetrahedral geome
occurs forn51, where for As-As~P-P! pairs theb bonds are
expanded by 0.2~0.3! % and thec bonds are contracted b

FIG. 3. The single-particle energy levels found in the EPM a
LDA calculations for the relaxed first neighbor (n51) As-As-
impurity pair in GaN.
e
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0.9 ~0.8! % with respect to the bond length for isolated im
purities~values corresponding to the VFF 512 atom calcu
tions!.

To check the finite size effects, VFF calculations wi
supercells up to 13 824 atoms (12312312 eight atom unit
cells! were used. The changes in the bond lengths even
tween large 512 and 13 824 atom supercells indicate that

d

TABLE IV. Bond lengths for GaN:As2. The relative bond
lengths RGa-As

a /RGa-N
0 are grouped into six typesa5a,b,c,d,e, f

~see Fig. 2! describing the atomic configuration of then
51,2,3,4,5,6 As-As pairs. The values for isolated impurity are a
given. The VFF results with 64, 216, 512, and 13 824 atom sup
cells are compared with LDA 64 and 216 atom supercell calcu
tions for As-As pairs.

Bond
a

Bond
b

Bond
c

Bond
d

Bond
e

Bond
f

n51 pairs
LDA 64 1.147 1.157 1.158
LDA 216 1.155 1.165 1.165
VFF 64 1.136 1.146 1.133
VFF 216 1.144 1.153 1.140
VFF 512 1.146 1.154 1.141
VFF 13 824 1.147 1.156 1.142

n52 pairs
LDA 216 1.159 1.162
VFF 216 1.148 1.150
VFF 512 1.149 1.152
VFF 13 824 1.150 1.153

n53 pairs
VFF 512 1.152 1.152 1.153 1.153 1.152 1.14
VFF 13 824 1.153 1.153 1.154 1.154 1.153 1.15

n54 pairs
LDA 216 1.153 1.159 1.154
VFF 216 1.143 1.148 1.145
VFF 512 1.145 1.150 1.147
VFF 13 824 1.146 1.151 1.148

n55 pairs
VFF 512 1.151 1.151 1.151 1.151 1.151 1.15
VFF 13 824 1.152 1.152 1.152 1.152 1.152 1.15

n56 pairs
LDA 216 1.160 1.158 1.160 1.160
VFF 216 1.149 1.148 1.148 1.149
VFF 512 1.150 1.151 1.149 1.151
VFF 13 824 1.151 1.152 1.150 1.152

n→` ~isolated!
LDA 64 1.155
LDA 216 1.160
VFF 64 1.145
VFF 216 1.150
VFF 512 1.151
VFF 13 824 1.151
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TABLE V. Bond lengths for GaN:P2. The relative bond-lengthsRGa-P
a /RGa-N

0 grouped into four typesa
5a,b,c,d,e, f ~see Fig. 2! describing the atomic configuration of theNi , i 51,2,3,4,5,6 P-P pairs. The value
for isolated impurity are also given. Only VFF results with 512 atom cell are given due to the anal
behavior with As-As pairs.

Bond a Bond b Bond c Bond d Bond e Bond f

n51 1.125 1.134 1.122
n52 1.130 1.132
n53 1.132 1.132 1.133 1.133 1.132 1.129
n54 1.126 1.130 1.128
n55 1.131 1.131 1.131 1.131 1.131 1.131
n56 1.131 1.131 1.130 1.131
n→` ~isolated! 1.131
c.
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impurity-induced atomic displacements~strain fields! have a
long-range character.~This will be addressed further in Se
III E !. Qualitatively the atomic relaxations even with th
smallest system size~64 atoms! are consistent with the larg
est ~13 824 atoms! supercell.

Comparison between LDA and VFF bond lengths
As-As pairs withn51,2,4,6 indicates good agreement b
tween the two methods, as discussed already forn51 in Sec.
II B. We next investigate how the energy level structure
flects these reduced symmetries.

B. Single-particle energy levels and wave functions

An isolated As or P impurity in GaN produces at2
6 level

inside the gap, occupied by six electrons.6 Figures 4 and 5
r
-

-

show the single-particle energy levels of As-As and P-P p
in GaN as calculated using the EPM. The most promin
fact in Figs. 4 and 5 is that the degeneratet2 triplet found for
the isolated impurities is split for all impurity pairs studie
According to group theory, anyl-fold degeneracy bears
one-to-one correspondence to the existence of
l-dimensional irreducible representation of the specific sy
metry group.27 Observation of the first column in the cha
acter tables ofC2v , CS , andC2 ~Refs. 27 and 28! shows that
for all of these symmetry groups, the irreducible represen
tions areone dimensional. This predicts singly-degenera
single-particle levels in the case ofn51 (C2v), n53 (Cs),
and n55 (C2) pairs, consistent with the EPM results pr
sented in Figs. 4 and 5. Forn52 (D2d) and n56 (C3v)
an
cases
mbers in
FIG. 4. The single-particle levels calculated by the EPM for then51,2,3,4,5,6 As-As impurity pairs. For comparison, the data for
isolated As-impurity is shown on the left. Forn55 the result corresponding to the 1000 atom supercell calculation is shown, for other
the results correspond to 512 atom supercells. Numbers give energies in eV with respect to the valence band maximum. Nu
parentheses denote levels whose dipole matrix element to the CBM@Eq. ~1!# is small.
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FIG. 5. The single-particle levels calculated by the EPM for then51,2,3,4,5,6 P-P impurity pairs. For comparison, the data for
isolated P impurity is shown on the left. The results correspond to 512 atom supercells. Numbers give energies in eV with resp
valence band maximum. Numbers in parentheses denote levels whose dipole matrix element to the CBM@Eq. ~1!# is small.
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there is only a partial lifting of the degeneracy, consist
with the two-dimensional representation found in charac
tables for these symmetry groups.27

The magnitude of level splitting is largest forn51 and
n54 pairs withC2v symmetry. The larger interatomic sep
ration for the n54 pair ~Table I! reduces the interaction
between thet2 triplets and thus leads to smaller energy lev
splitting than for then51 pair. In general, the energy leve
splitting shows a nonmonotonic behavior as a function of
pair separationd. This demonstrates the exceptional orien
tional dependence of thet2-t2 interaction.

For As-As pairn55 (C2 symmetry! the splitting is only
about 20 meV, implying a minor interaction between t
impurity atoms. The given single-particle levels are deriv
using a 1000 atom supercell. With a 512 atom supercell
levels split into three nearly~within 0.5 meV! twofold de-
generate levels. According to the character table ofC2 sym-
metry, no degeneracy should be exhibited, which is con
tent with the 1000 atom supercell result. The observed m
difference between the 512 and 1000 atom supercells
gests that in the limit of well-separated weakly interacti
impurities even a 512 atom supercell cannot fully exclu
the interaction between periodic images. For consistency
have checked the consistency of our results with the 1
atom supercell for other impurity pairs as well, and the
sults are in good agreement with the 512 atom calculatio

Figure 6 illustrates the electronic wave functions of t
six impurity levels of the As-Asn51 pair. The orbitals are
labeled in order of increasing energies, following Fig. 4. T
t
r

l

e
-

d
e

s-
or
g-

e
e
0
-
.

e

lowest energy orbital withe5ev20.190 eV resides inside
the valence band and is identified based on the localizatio
the impurity pair. Analysis of this defect level based on t
behavior of wave function sign under symmetry operation28

shows that it can classified asa1 orbital. The other five im-
purity levels shown in Fig. 6 can be classified asb1 , a1 , b2 ,
a2, and b1 orbitals, in order of increasing energy. Simila
classification is straightforward to construct for the orbita
related other impurity pairs. The results are shown in Ta
VI.

Further analysis29 of the single-particle states forn51
pair reveals that the lowest orbital~inside the valence band!
has a bonding character while the uppermost orbital is a
bonding. The bonding~antibonding! character for all the or-
bitals in the case ofn51 andn54 As-As pairs is shown
with b ~a! in Figs. 4 and 6. This characterization will be us
below ~Sec. III E! to explain the trends in formation energie
for the n51 andn54 pairs.

Comparison between the results for As-As and P-P p
in Figs. 4 and 5 reveals a very similar behavior of the sing
particle levels. However, a minor difference in the order
single-particle levels in the case ofn53 in apparent. The
energy levels largely obey the trend observed for isola
impurities, i.e., the As-As-induced levels reside deeper in
band gap than the P-P-related levels.

C. Transition probabilities

Given the significant level splitting due to the impurity
impurity interaction~Figs. 4 and 5!, it is interesting to find
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FIG. 6. ~Color! The wave functions of the impurity orbitals forn51 As-As pair. The orbitals correspond to the EPM calculation w
512 atom supercell. The wave functions are illustrated as isosurfaces drawn at approximately half of the maximum amplitude. The~blue!
isosurface corresponds to positive~negative! wave function sign. The yellow~red! atoms correspond to As~Ga! atoms. The subscriptsa and
b denote antibonding and bonding orbitals, respectively.a1 , a2 , b1, andb2 are symmetry representations inC2v ~Table VI!.
sp
t

n
b-

lues

e
-

ic
el
the transition probabilities between these defect-related
levels and the conduction band. We have thus calculated
~normalized! dipole matrix elements

pa5
z^cCBMupuca& z2

z^cCBMupucVBM& z2
~1!

between the lowest conduction band~from the defect-free
bulk calculation! and the defect levelsa, normalizing the
lit
he
values with respect to the direct CBM to VBM transitio
matrix element in pure GaN. The wave functions are o
tained using the EPM and 512 atom supercells. The va
for pa for eachn pair are given in Table VII. The dipole
matrix for the transition from CBM to defect level of th
isolated impurity is 0.05~0.15 taking the threefold degen
eracy into account!. Comparing the values in Table VII with
this isolated limit we see that the probability for an electron
transition from the CBM into the highest single-particle lev
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in the case ofn51 andn54 pairs is substantial. Thus w
predict that the corresponding emission energies~distinctive
from the isolated impurity! should be detectable in photolu
minescence experiments forn51 pairs; we show in Sec
III E that n54 pairs are thermodynamically unstable a
therefore the experimental verification of their optical ch
acter may be more complicated.

D. Exciton binding energy

In Ref. 6 it was shown that the~1/0! ionization level can
be identified as the exciton binding energy:

TABLE VI. Classification of single-particle orbitals (Oi) en-
countered for impurity-pairs based on group theory. The orbitals
labeled in order of increasing energy~see Figs. 4, 5, and 6!. The
doubly degeneratee orbitals are indicated withe* ande** .

As-As pairs O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6

n51 a1 b1 a1 b2 a2 b1

n52 b2 e* e* e** e** a1

n53 a8 a9 a8 a9 a8 a8
n54 a1 a1 b2 b1 a2 b1

n55 a b a b a b
n56 a1 e* e* e** e** a1

P-P pairs O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6

n51 a1 b1 a1 a2 b2 b1

n52 b2 e* e* a1 e** e**
n53 a8 a9 a8 a9 a8 a8
n54 a1 a1 b2 b1 a2 b1

n55 a a b b a b
n56 a1 e* e* e** e** a1

TABLE VII. The normalized dipole matrix elementspa @see Eq.
~1!# for optical transitions between the lowest conduction band le
~CBM! and defect orbitala ~Figs. 4 and 5!. The normalization is
done with respect to the CBM to VBM transition in pure GaN. T
defect orbitals are labeled in order of increasing energy~see Figs. 4,
5, and 6!. For degenerate levels~Figs. 4 and 5! the total transition
matrix element can be obtained by summing the values of cons
ent levels. Matrix elements smaller than 1027 are indicated with an
asterisk~forbidden transitions under electric-dipole selection rule!.

As-As p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6

n51 831024 131024 0.10 0.09 * 0.03
n52 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.08 *
n53 531025 0.09 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.06
n54 0.02 0.10 0.10 231023 * 0.05
n55 0.08 0.09 431023 0.09 0.02 931024

n56 631025 0.07 0.07 0.02 0.02 0.07

P-P p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6

n51 531024 231024 0.12 * 0.11 0.04
n52 0.12 131023 131023 * 0.11 0.11
n53 531025 0.11 0.07 0.02 0.05 0.08
n54 0.02 0.12 0.12 231023 * 0.06
n55 0.10 0.04 0.07 0.11 0.02 131023

n56 531025 0.09 0.09 0.03 0.03 0.09
-

Eb[Egap2E ZPL5e~1/0!, ~2!

where Egap is the band gap energy andEZPL is the zero
phonon line energy. The ionization level can be determin
based on the total energies for neutral (E0) and singly posi-
tive (E1) impurities in a LDA supercell calculation a
e(1/0)5E02E1 , avoiding thus the LDA band gap error i
the estimate. HereEb for then51 pair is determined analo
gously: based on the LDA total energies of fully relaxed t
neutral and singly positive systems we can determine
position of the~1/0! ionization levels. Our result using th
64 atom cell for the nearest-neighbor pairs and isola
impurities6 are

Eb~As-As!51.27 eV, Eb~P-P!50.85 eV,

Eb~As!50.41 eV, Eb~P!50.22 eV. ~3!

Our results thus predict that the exciton binding ene
for the nearest-neighbor pair is three to four times larger t
for the isolated impurity. This result is in agreement wi
the experimental and theoretical results on analogous sys
of CdS:Te.32–34 Experimental testing of our predictions@Eq.
~3!# are called for.

E. Impurity pair formation energies

Having demonstrated the exceptional interaction and
tical properties of the deept2 defect orbitalsassumingthe
presence of As-As or P-P impurity pairs in GaN, we ne
inquire what is the energetics involved in finding two imp
rity atoms at nearby nitrogen sublattice sites. Of course,
studying impurity-impurity interaction one needs to assu
that there is sufficient solubility in the first place. Expe
ments indeed show1–3 that thereexistsa finite concentration
of As or P impurities in GaN. Although their concentration
limited by large~positive! heat of solution for GaN12xPx and
GaN12xAsx alloys,35 it has been shown experimentally th
significant concentrations (1017–1018 1/cm3) of these impu-
rities can be incorporated in GaN.1–3 We thus study the ques
tion, given that impuritiescan be introduced, do they attrac
or repel each other? In this purpose we calculate the b
pair formation energyDE(n) as the difference between th
total energy of twonth neighbor impurities and for two im
purities at infinite separation~twice the energy of an isolate
impurity!, i.e.,

DE~n![E~n!2E~n→`!

5@E~Gam/2N~m/222!X2!1E~Gam/2Nm/2!#

22E~Gam/2N~m/221!X!, ~4!

wheren denotes the pair index,X5P, As, andm is the num-
ber of atoms in the supercell. The energies in the second
in Eq. ~4! correspond to the fully relaxed supercell calcu
tions with atomic occupation given in the parentheses.
LDA calculations an identicalk-point sampling is applied for
all three total-energy values for consistency. The lattice
rameter for all supercells has been chosen to correspon
the theoretical bulk GaN lattice constant.30
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1. Total formation energy

The 216-atom/cell LDA calculated total pair formatio
energiesDE(n) for the As-As pairs are shown as solid line
Fig. 7. The result forDE(n51) is negative (20.18 eV).
DE(n52) is slightly higher thanDE(n51), but remains nega
tive indicating binding between the impurity atoms.36 For
DE(n54) we find a large positive value suggesting that t
n54 configuration is unstable with respect to dissociati
DE(n56) is found to have a small negative value indicati
only minor interaction between the impurities. Thus, our
sults predict clear association forn51,2 and dissociation for
n54.

To understand the trends withDE(n) as a function ofn
and to study the system size dependence we decom
DE(n) into an elastic strain partDEelast

(n) , and a chemical par
DEchem

(n) :

DE~n!5DEelast
~n! 1DEchem

~n! . ~5!

The self-consistent LDA calculations include both elas
and chemical contribution to the formation energy. T
purely elastic strain energy partDEelast

(n) is modeled by the
VFF method which, by construction, has only deformati
terms, but no charge-transfer or orbital-dependent ter
Thus, DEelast

(n) is given by Eq.~4! with the total energiesE
corresponding toEVFF . Due to the good agreement betwe
the LDA and VFF bond lengths~Table IV! we can use
DEelast

(n) given by VFF to estimate the magnitude of chemic
part in LDA calculations asDEchem

(n) 5DELDA
(n) 2DEVFF

(n) . Fur-

FIG. 7. The pair interaction energiesDE(n) @Eq. ~4!# for n
51,2,3,4,5,6 As-As pairs. The VFF calculations include on
elastic contribution to the strain energy, while LDA results co
tain also chemical effects, as described in Sec. III E. The su
cell sizes are denoted by the total number of atomsM
5216, 512, 4096, 13 824 corresponding to (33333), (434
34), (83838), (12312312) stacking of eight atom zinc blend
unit cells, respectively.
.

-

se

s.

l

thermore, due to the low computational cost in VFF calcu
tions, we can investigate the convergence of the elastic
ergy as a function of system size using large supercells.37

2. The elastic contribution

The elastic contributionDEelast
(n) is shown as dashed line

in Fig. 7. The absolute magnitude ofDEelast
(n) converges

slowly as a function of the supercell sizem; only the m
54096 atom supercell results are nearly indistinguisha
from them513 824 atom system. However, the relative e
ergies between differentn’s in DE(n) remain nearly identical.
The slow convergence of the absolute values withm indi-
cates a long-range interaction of the strain fields induced
the two impurities. This is expected from the classic solut
for a spherical inclusion in an isotropic matrix with nonequ
lattice parameter:31 the elastic displacement decays as
power law~the inverse square of the distance from the cen
of distortion!.

DEelast
(n) ~with the converged system sizem513 824) is

positive forn51 andn54 pairs (C2v symmetry!, indicating
repulsive elastic interaction between the impurity atoms
these positions. Forn52, 3, 5, and 6 we find smallnegative
values forDEelast

(n) corresponding to attractive interaction b
tween the As atoms. These results are similar to the V
results for nitrogen impurity pairs in GaAs.26 Thus, the elas-
tic interaction energies would suggest that As-As pair
avoidsn51 andn54 neighbor shells and favorsn52 and
n53 configurations.

3. Chemical contribution

The chemical contribution DEchem
(n) 5DELDA

(n) 2DEelast
(n)

plays an important role in determining the pair interacti
energy. For consistency, them5216 atom cell size is used
both for DELDA

(n) and DEVFF
(n) when calculatingDEchem

(n) .
In particular, the chemical energy is20.23 eV for n51,
20.13 eV forn52, and small for largern. In order to un-
derstand this we analyze the interaction of the deept2 defect
orbitals. As explained in Sec. III B and Fig. 4 thet2-t2 inter-
action leads to large splitting of the defect energy levels. T
largest splitting of the triply degenerate gap levels was s
to occur in the case ofn51 pair ~Fig. 4!, while a smaller
splitting occurred for then54 pair due to larger distanc
between the impurity atoms. As discussed in Sec. III B a
Fig. 4 the lowest orbital has a bonding character while
uppermost orbital is antibonding for bothn51 and n54
pairs. The ‘‘center of mass’’ for the bonding-antibondin
orbitals of n51 pair can be seen to be considerablylower
than the position of the deep level of the isolated impuri
while for the n54 pair the corresponding average is on
slightly below the isolated value. This indicates that the
bitals for then51 pair induce a significant bonding contr
bution while the corresponding effect due to orbitals for t
n54 is much smaller. The calculated values forDEchem

(n)

above indeed confirm this expectation.
Thus, the calculated values forDE(n) predict that, if we

assume a thermal equilibrium during the growth process,
As impurities should favor pairing inton51 andn52 near-
est and next-nearest neighbor configurations rather than
evenly~randomly! distributed. For P impurity pair we expec
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a similar behavior based on the analogous single-particle
bital energies and atomic geometries.38

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The self-consistent plane-wave pseudopotential and
pirical pseudopotential methods are used to study As-As
P-P substitutional impurity pairs in GaN. The results dem
strate an unconventional interaction between the impurity
oms.

We show that the interaction between localized impuri
inducedt2 triplets leads to a large splitting of the degener
defect levels, which strongly depends on the orientation
the impurity pair with respect to the lattice. The largest sp
ting is predicted for then51 andn54 pairs exhibitingC2v
symmetry, while only a small level splitting is found forn
52 pairs (D2d symmetry!. The calculated dipole matrix el
ements for transitions between these defect levels and lo
conduction band predict the existence of rich spectrosco
series associated with the pairing of the impurity atoms. T
exciton binding energies forn51 As-As ~P-P! impurity are
calculated to be 1.27~0.85! eV which are significantly large
n

l.

e

X

e

r-

-
d
-
t-

-
e
f

-

st
ic
e

than the values for isolated impurities~0.41 eV for As and
0.22 eV for P!. These results await experimental confirm
tion.

It is shown that the interaction of the deep electronic o
bitals plays an important role in determining the pair form
tion energies in addition to the interaction of impurity in
duced strain fields. The calculated pair formation energ
indicate that incorporation of two impurity atoms at the nea
est or next-nearest fcc-lattice sites is energetically favora
compared with an infinite separation. In contrast, the fou
neighbor configuration is found to be unstable with respec
dissociation. An important computational detail is that th
pair formation energies are found to be highly sensitive
the supercell size applied in the calculations.
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